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Imputation is a class of procedures that aims to fill the values which are 

missed with estimated ones. These methods involve replacing missing 

values with estimated ones based on some information available in the 

data set. K-means has been successful in finding missing values for 

several data sets available such as Bupa, Breast Cancer, Pima, etc. In this 

paper, we introduce an efficient imputation methods based K-means to 

treat missing data. Our proposed methods give higher accuracy than the 

one on given by classical K-means. Experimental results hold on a variety 

class of data sets. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

No quality data, no quality mining results [1]. Data quality is a major concern in Data 

mining and other correlated area such as Machine learning. Data mining refers to 

extracting knowledge from large amounts of data. One relevant problem in data quality 

is the presence of missing data. It is occurred in the phase of data collection [2]. Types 

of missing data: according to Little and Rubin, mechanisms that lead to missing data 

can be categorized into three types [3]. 

1. Missing completely at random (MCAR): the absence of a data element is not 

associated with any other value in the data set, observed or missing [4]. In 

other words, when the distribution of an example having a missing value for an 

attribute does not depend on either the observed data or the missing data [5]. 

2. Missing at random (MAR): this is less restrictive assumption than MCAR; it 

indicates that the absence of a data element depends only on the observed 

values in the data set, not on missing ones [4]. In other words, when the 

distribution of an example having a missing value for an attribute depends on 

the observed data, but does not depend on the missing data [5]. 

3. Not missing at random (NMAR): the condition is the negative of MAR. The 

absence of a data element reflects its probable (missing) data value [4]. In 
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other words, when the distribution of an example having a missing value for an 

attribute depends on the missing value [5]. 

Missing data treatment methods can be divided into three categories [2], [5]. 

1. Ignoring and discarding: There are two main ways to discard data with missing 

values. The first, complete case analysis. This method consists of discarding all 

instances with missing data. The second, discarding instances and/or attributes. 

This method consists of determining the extent of missing data on each 

instance and attribute and deleting the instances and/or attributes with high 

levels of missing data. Before deleting any attribute, it is necessary to evaluate 

its relevance to the analysis.  Unfortunately, relevant attributes should be kept 

even with high degree of missing values [2]. 
2. Parameter estimation: Maximum likelihood procedures are used to estimate the 

parameters of a model defined for the complete data. Maximum likelihood 

procedures that use variants of the Expectation-Maximization algorithm [6] 

can handle parameter estimation in the presence of missing data [2]. 

3. Imputation: Imputation [7], [8] is a class of procedures that aims to fill in the 

missing values with estimated ones [2]. 

 

2. IMPUTATION METHODS 
 

Imputation methods [9] involve replacing missing values with estimated ones based on 

some information available in the data set. There are many options varying from naive 

methods like mean or mode imputation [10] to some more robust methods based on 

relationships among attributes. 

Methods available for creating complete data matrices can be divided into two 

main categories: single imputation and multiple imputation methods. Single imputation 

methods fill in one value for each missing one; they have many appealing features, 

because standard complete-data methods can be applied directly and because 

imputation need to be carried out only once Multiple imputation methods generate 

multiple simulated values for each missing value, in order to reflect the uncertainty 

attached to missing data [11]. 

Mean and mode imputation (Mimpute). It consists of replacing the unknown 

value for a given attribute by the mean (quantitative attribute) or mode (qualitative 

attribute) of all known values of that attribute. Replacing all missing records with a 

single value distorts the input data distribution [12], [13], [14]. 

Hot deck imputation (HDimpute) and cold deck imputation (CDimpute). Given 

an incomplete pattern, HDimpute replaces the missing data with the values from the 

input vector that is closest in terms of the attributes that are known in both patterns 

[14], [15]. Unlike Mimpute, this method attempts to preserve the distribution by 

substituting different observed values for each missing item [12]. Another possibility is 

the CDimpute method which is similar to hot deck but the data source must be other 

than the current data set. For example, in a survey context, the external source can be a 

previous realization of the same survey [13]. 

Prediction models. These methods consist of creating a predictive model to 

estimate values that will substitute the missing data [14], [11]. The incomplete attribute 

with missing data is used as target, and the remaining attributes are used as inputs for 
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the model. An important argument in favour of this approach is that, frequently, 

attributes have relationships (correlations) among themselves. In this way, those 

correlations can be used to create a predictive model for classification or regression. 

The requirement for correlation among the attributes can be also a draw back in some 

situations. If there are no relationships among the incomplete feature and the remaining 

variables, then the model will not be precise to impute values for the missing ones. Its 

main disadvantage is that when missing items appear in many combinations of 

attributes in a high- dimensional problem, a huge number of prediction models has to 

be designed, i.e., one model per combination of incomplete attributes.  

In this paper, we enhance an imputation method based k-mean in a several way 

by enhancement the way of imputation and gives an efficient accuracy compared with 

an imputation method based k-mean, which proved to be succeed in missing value 

imputation than other statistical approaches [2] 

 

3. CLASSICAL K-MEAN 

The k-means algorithm proceeds as follows. First, it randomly selects k of the objects, 

each of which initially represents a cluster mean or center. For each of the remaining 

objects, an object is assigned to the cluster to which it is the most similar, based on the 

distance between the object and the cluster mean. It then computes the new mean for 

each cluster. This process iterates until the criterion function converges. Classical K-

mean algorithm describes as following: 

 

1. Initialize K centers (w1;w2; …;wk) such that wj = xi, j{1; 2; …; k}, i{1; 

2; …; n}, n number of objects each cluster Cj is associated with center wj . 

2. For each input vector xi, where i{1; 2; …;n},assign xi to the cluster Cj 

with nearest center wj 

3. for each cluster Cj , Update the center wj to be the centroid of all samples 

currently in Cj . 

4. Repeat step 2,3 until the centroids do not change. 

 

4. MISSING VALUE IMPUTATION BASED CLASSICAL K-MEAN 

After building the clusters using K-mean process and obtaining each clusters K 

centroids, we impute the missing values with corresponds prototypes from the most 

similar k-centroid. The Classic Imputation algorithm (CI) describes as: 

 

1. Divide dataset S into Complete-valued dataset S
´
, and Missing-valued 

dataset S
*
. 

2. Apply classical k-mean on complete dataset S
´
 until convergence and 

obtain wj centers, j  {1; 2; …; k} 

3. For each instance xi containing missing value, where xi  S
*
. Compute 

distance between centroid Cj and instance xi containing missing value. 

4. Impute missing-value in xi from its corresponding closest centroid wj . 
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5. PROPOSED MODEFICATION OF CLASSIC IMPUTATION 
METHOD 

When the missing values in the selected sample are exceeding the number of the 

available ones, this implies that the measured distance will be in (n-p) space, which 

means inefficient measured distance. that’s why we will improve the missing values 

imputation by modifying the steps to obtain the measured distance. When we are 

getting the first centroids from the clustering process, we initialize missing values by 

imputing from prototypes of these centroids, so the distance measure in the next step 

becomes in n dimension and in each new clustering process, imputation will be 

achieved by measuring the closest distance between whole sample and new centroids. 

The Modification of Classic Imputation algorithm (MCI) describes as, see Figure 1. 

 

1. Divide dataset S into Complete-valued dataset S
´
, and Missing-valued 

dataset S
*
. 

2. Start K-mean algorithm on S
´
, while clusters optmized, for each computed 

centroid wj ,j  {1; 2; …; k} and missing-value instance xi, where xi  

S
*
.Compute distance between centroid wj and missing-value instance xi. 

3. Impute missing-value in xi from its corresponding closest centroid wj . 

4. Repeat step 2 and 3 until k-mean convergence. 
 

 

                              
Figure 1. A Modification of classic Imputation based kmean. 

 

6. ENHANCEMENT OF MODEFICATION OF CLASSIC 
IMPUTATION METHOD 

In each clustering process each sample gets imputed from the centroid of its closest 

cluster, we count the number of times the sample has been imputed from a particular 

cluste. The largest number of times a sample gets assigned to a particular cluster means 

that it belongs to this cluster, which will result on the imputation of the values of the 

last cluster’s centroid of the most visited cluster to the sample. Enhancement of 

Modefication of Classic Impuation algorithm (EMCI) describes as follow: 
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1. Divide dataset S into Complete-valued dataset S
´
, and Missing-valued 

dataset S
*
. 

2. Initialize class counter CCj for each missing-value instance, where j  {1; 

2; …; k}. 

3. Start K-mean algorithm on S
*
, while clusters optmized, for each computed 

centroid wj , j  {1; 2; …; k} and missing-value instance xi, where xi  S
*
. 

Compute distance between centroid wj and missing-value instance xi. 

4. Impute missing-value in xi from it’s corresponding closest centroid wj and 

 increment it’s  corresponding closest center ccj . 

5. Repeat step 3 and 4 until k-mean convergence. 

6. For each missing-value instance xi, where xi  S
*
,Choose the maximum 

class counter and impute missing-value in xi  with it is corresponding 

prototype centroid. 
 

7. Experimental results 

We choose four real-world data sets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [3] 

and compare the three missing value strategies discussed earlier. These data sets are 

chosen because they have at least some discrete attributes, multi class, and a good 

number of examples and we will select values from original data sets to be missing to 

simulate different situations with missing values. To simulate missing values in data 

sets, we randomly select certain percentages (2 percent, 4 percent, 6 

percent, 10 percent, 20 percent and 40 percent) of attribute values in the whole data set 

to be missing and those missing values are distributed into each attribute proportional 

to its cost as more expensive attributes usually have more missing values. 
 

Table 1. Data Sets Used in the Experiments 
 

 No. of 

attributes 

No. of 

examples 

Iris 4 150 

Ecoli 7 336 

Bupa 6 345 

Pima Indian 8 768 

 

 

This study shows the performance of three imputation methods based k-mean; 

Classic Imputation (CI), Modification of Classic Imputation (MCI) and Enhancement 

of Modification of Classic Imputation (EMCI). Each graph compares the performance 

of all methods with different level of missing values for different clusters of K-Mean. 

We are use for an accuracy the mean square errors which give from error = (R - I)
2
/N 

where R is real value, I is Imputed value and N is number of missing values. 

In our experimental, all figures illustrate the mean square error comparison for 

the three imputation method describes in previous sections, while all tables illustrate 

the sum of square errors comparison for simplicity of showing the difference between 

three methods. 
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Table 2 illustrates an error comparison between an imputation methods based 

k-mean, CI, MCI and EMCI in different missing instance percentage at several cluster 

number for Bupa dataset. 

 

Table 2. A sum of square error comparison of three imputation methods in the 

Bupa data set. 

Miss.(%) 
Cluster 

No 

Imputation approaches based K-mean 

CI MCI EMCI 

 3 4.777186 3.186759 0.299139 

 4 3.581818 2.791975 0.309811 

 5 0.907024 0.907024 0.684761 

2 6 1.116783 1.116783 1.116783 

 7 0.95998 0.95998 0.95998 

 3 4.383957 3.588674 0.609776 

 4 4.39595 2.953905 0.489464 

 5 1.481603 1.481604 1.183803 

4 6 1.669874 1.669874 1.669874 

 7 1.527588 1.527589 1.527589 

 3 7.765477 6.71576 4.331328 

 4 6.907715 5.638264 3.821443 

6 5 3.641498 3.641498 3.763348 

 6 7.375067 7.375067 7.375067 

 7 3.671032 3.671032 3.671032 

 3 12.01079 11.09118 10.11517 

 4 11.92479 10.60073 8.489751 

10 5 8.332617 8.33262 8.420806 

 6 14.09595 14.09595 14.09595 

 7 8.28245 8.282451 8.282451 

 3 12.76048 11.13619 6.747862 

 4 11.67825 10.88445 5.91155 

20 5 10.84042 10.84041 10.16937 

 6 23.74567 23.74565 23.74565 

 7 11.98075 11.98074 11.98074 

 3 18.34416 16.73777 15.22232 

 4 21.26251 20.46837 13.66378 

 5 22.84709 22.84707 19.59215 

40 6 47.41088 47.41081 47.41081 

 7 14.56487 14.56487 14.56487 
 

 

From table 2 we can notice that the difference between EMCI algorithm and 

other two methods is clear strongly for little clusters in this data set, Bupa, see Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2. Mean square error comparisons of three imputation methods in the Bupa data set. 

 

Table 3 illustrates an error comparison between an imputation methods based 

k-mean, CI, MCI and EMCI in different missing instance percentage at several cluster 

number for Pima Indian dataset. 
 

Table 3. A sum of square error comparison of three imputation methods in the 

Pima Indian data set. 

Miss.(%) 
Cluster 

No 

Imputation approaches based K-mean 

CI MCI EMCI 

 3 14.37554 13.25002 8.890231 

 4 13.85666 12.84985 6.06536 

 5 13.37925 12.84137 5.971876 

2 6 11.82608 11.45384 5.877658 

 7 5.825113 5.825112 5.916673 

 8 7.825108 7.825106 7.825106 

 3 18.03262 17.36147 13.55296 

 4 18.93389 17.38975 12.54147 

 5 18.04683 17.85205 12.71843 

4 6 16.84882 16.74036 11.74633 

 7 11.36014 11.36014 11.91438 

 8 11.42276 11.42276 11.42276 

 3 24.44564 23.20973 17.91235 

 4 22.63036 21.62001 16.1246 

 5 20.38086 20.01029 15.99459 

6 6 20.81671 20.33147 14.35323 

 7 14.01545 14.01545 14.26166 

 8 14.28277 14.28277 14.28277 

 3 38.09534 36.341 33.59278 

 4 33.94895 33.3278 29.87464 

 5 33.55535 33.02003 30.1552 

10 6 32.1873 31.36938 27.59835 

 7 26.59483 26.59483 27.42991 

 8 26.49616 26.49616 26.49616 
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 3 64.64467 62.69846 64.57974 

 4 64.20623 63.53032 64.39197 

 5 81.72205 81.28112 70.34858 

20 6 64.43491 63.68247 59.91234 

 7 57.20836 57.20828 58.84161 

 8 57.41436 57.41428 57.41428 

 3 119.333 117.3868 127.27 

 4 119.7724 119.106 127.9656 

 5 118.6994 118.2354 127.2739 

40 6 120.2016 119.4625 117.9062 

 7 113.2273 113.2272 115.7847 

 8 145.5723 145.5722 145.5722 
 

From Table 3 we can notice that EMCI is still better than other two methods. 

For higher level of missing 20 and 40 percentage for little clusters 3 and 4 the MCI is 

better, see Fig. 3. 
 

 
Figure 3. A mean square error comparison of three imputation methods in the Pima 

Indian data set. 
 

Table 4 illustrates an error comparison between an imputation methods based 

k-mean, CI, MCI and EMCI in different missing instance percentage at several cluster 

number for Ecoli dataset. 

 

Table 4. A sum of square error comparison of three imputation methods in the 

Ecoli data set. 
 

Miss.(%) Cluster No 
Imputation approaches based K-mean 

CI MCI EMCI 

 3 5.41087 4.531235 4.075765 

 4 9.091621 8.014148 3.787097 

2 5 4.477868 4.462628 3.313772 

 6 2.875017 2.875017 3.065405 

 7 2.676449 2.676449 2.676449 
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 3 6.562714 5.990744 6.461079 

 4 10.32932 8.963055 6.190022 

4 5 6.512977 6.551205 5.492534 

 6 4.635415 4.635415 5.314992 

 7 4.161032 4.161032 4.161032 

 3 7.599198 7.035617 9.206245 

 4 11.0807 9.722828 8.954317 

6 5 7.268047 7.306274 7.490683 

 6 5.395188 5.395188 5.761791 

 7 5.368557 5.368557 5.368557 

 3 9.096494 8.35237 10.79339 

 4 12.58382 11.04685 9.157546 

10 5 10.30394 10.36206 8.858151 

 6 6.638017 6.638016 7.07966 

 7 6.767209 6.767208 6.767208 

 3 14.13585 13.38966 22.07389 

 4 17.63459 16.09575 19.19012 

20 5 16.69709 16.76461 18.83994 

 6 11.52075 11.52075 13.28862 

 7 15.41178 15.41178 15.41178 
 

From table 4 we can notice that the two methods MCI and EMCI is better than CI 

and in many cases the MCI is better than the EMCI but the EMCI is better in other 

cases, See figure 4. 
set. 

 
Figure 4. A mean square error comparison of three imputation methods in the Eoli data 

 

Table 5 illustrates an error comparison between an imputation methods based 

k-mean, CI, MCI and EMCI in different missing instance percentage at several cluster 

number for Iris dataset. 
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Table 5. A sum of square error comparison of three imputation methods in the 

Iris data set. 

Miss.(%) 
Cluster 

No 

Imputation approaches based K-mean 

CI MCI EMCI 

 3 0.447209 0.447209 0.447209 

 4 0.420188 0.420188 0.420188 

2 5 0.420188 0.420188 0.420188 

 6 0.457572 0.457572 0.457572 

 7 0.536267 0.536267 0.536267 

 3 1.018319 1.018319 1.06553 

 4 0.790119 0.79012 0.79012 

4 5 0.790119 0.79012 0.79012 

 6 1.105146 1.105146 1.105146 

 7 1.278171 1.278171 1.278171 

 3 1.438984 1.438984 0.893171 

 4 1.066982 1.066982 1.066982 

6 5 1.066982 1.066982 1.066982 

 6 1.588675 1.588675 1.588675 

 7 1.926627 1.926627 1.926627 

 3 2.252538 2.252538 1.755318 

 4 1.629589 1.629589 1.629589 

10 5 1.629589 1.629589 1.629589 

 6 2.499124 2.499124 2.499124 

 

 

7 3.06347 3.063469 3.063469 

 

 

3 4.289041 4.28904 4.832908 

 4 3.045854 3.045854 3.045854 

20 5 3.045854 3.045854 3.045854 

 6 4.535299 4.535299 4.535299 

 7 5.684607 5.684606 5.684606 

 3 6.942563 6.942573 7.727729 

 4 9.3234 9.323404 9.323404 

40 5 4.254536 4.254535 4.254535 

 6 6.270786 6.270789 6.270789 

 7 7.323775 7.323776 7.323776 
 

From table 5 we can notice that the three algorithms are same in most cases. 

EMCI is better for level of missing value 6 and 10 percentage for little clusters as 3, 

see Fig. 5. 
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Figure 5. A mean square error comparison of three imputation methods in the Iris data set. 
 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

Missing data is a usual drawback in many real-world applications A classical solution 

is imputation i.e, to estimate and to fill in the unknown values using available data. 

This work analysis the behavior of three imputation methods based on k-mean; a 

classic imputation (CI), a modification of classic imputation (MCI) and enhancement 

of modification of classic imputation (EMCI). The first method (CI) is used and gives 

higher accuracy than Mean, Mode, Median and c4.5 on dataset such as Bupa, Pima 

Indian, e.t. Our proposed methods; (MCI) and (EMCI) is better than the classic (CI). 

In most cases when the number of clusters is less, the performance of EMCI is 

better than the two others methods and MCI is better than CI. When number of clusters 

is increase the three algorithms are same. 
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 استخدام طرق تنقيب البيانات في إحلال القيم المفقودة

يعتمد التحليل الإحصائي والقرارات والنتائج المترتبة عليه لمجموعة من البيانات الخاصةة باةاةرم مةا علة  
( فةذن الةة   الأمثلةةةفةذاا وجةةد بنةا نقةةع فةي بعةت متفيراتنةةا فةي بعةةت الحةا ت    كةون البيانةات كاملةةة  
يعنةةي متحيةة م للبيانةةات الموجةةودم وبالتةةالي لةةن تكةةون ةةةا  النتةةائج  baised resultsيسةةبن نتةةائج متحيةة م 

 بالقدر الاي لو كانت البيانات موضع التحليل كاملة . صحيحة
وةةو  – Data mining techniquesطةر  تنقيةن البيانةات في ةةاا البحةن نحةاول اسةتخداد احةد تقنيةات 

المجموعةة وةةي العمليةة  أوفي عمل تصنيف غير موجةه بنةوا الةئةة  أساساوالمستخدد  Kmean لجور د أ
بقةةيد تقريبيةةة تعتمةةد علةة  تقسةةيد جةة   Imputation ةةة فةةي  حةةيل القةةيد المةقةةودم Clustering المسةةمام 

ثد محاولة المةقةودم بقةيد متوسةط ةةا    clustersالبيانات الكاملة أوً   ل  مجموعات متشابنة الخصائع 
 المجموعة .

ثةةد بتحسةةين ةةةاا التعةةديل تةةد  Kmeanلجةةور د أالمعتمةةدم علةة   Imputationثةةد بتعةةديل طريقةةة الإحةةيل 
 الحا ت .في معاد  أفضلالحصول عل  نتائج 


